Pivot Professional Learning

A powerful feedback platform to improve
teaching practice

www.pivotpl.com

Who are we?
Pivot is a leading educational data
and insights company that provides
educators and schools with
actionable information on teacher
effectiveness.
Pivot helps teachers increase
their impact by supporting
them to improve their teaching
practice, student relationships and
engagement through structured
feedback channels.

Improve teaching practice through continuous feedback
Regular and effective methods of feedback provide you with the tools to build on your strengths. Our
platform provides opportunities for student, peer and personal feedback.

Student Feedback

Peer Feedback

Students have first-hand experience of what
happens in the classroom. Gather useful feedback
on teacher effectiveness with the Student
Perception Survey on Teaching Effectiveness and
our Pulse Check tool.

Every school has experienced and expert
teachers from whom we can learn. Use the Pivot
Observations tool with your peers to ignite
constructive conversations towards better
teaching, together.

Self Reflection
You hold the key to unlocking your teaching
potential. By reflecting on your practice, either by
yourself or with trusted others, you’ll be growing
your skills in identifying where your practice can
shift and change.

Our tools

Student Perception
Survey on Teaching
Effectiveness (F-12)

Pulse Check
Survey Tool

360 Degree
Surveys for
Leaders

Professional
Learning Hub

Student Perception Survey on Teaching Effectiveness
What is the Student Perception Survey?
The Student Perception Survey is a 25 question survey based on international research and
best practices in teaching and learning. The survey provides students with an opportunity
to share their feedback on observable teaching practice, highlighting strengths and
areas for growth. We customise each school’s surveys to meet the needs of its students,
teachers, school community and any overarching system priorities.

Surveys are
100%
Anonymous

Why schools love our Student Perception Survey:
• The survey is delivered online and takes, on average, 5-10 minutes of class time.
• Students have a real opportunity to provide genuine and timely feedback to their teachers to help create
better learning environments together.
• Instructional strengths and areas for professional growth are identified within each department, cohort
and across the school with our anonymous aggregated reports.
• Teachers can access our goal-setting tool, peer-observations, evidence-based strategies and
professional learning resources.
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Evidence-informed reporting
Any changes made to your teaching practice should be informed by
evidence and Pivot provides schools with the tools to help achieve
this. Teachers receive confidential classroom results reports. School
and system leaders receive reports for their whole school, with
de-identified and aggregated results by year level, department and
campus.
Pivot provides:
• Actionable reports for teachers and leaders
• Easy-to-understand reports
• Multiple visualisations of the data
“Pivot’s reports really bring the results to life and give a
positive basis for action. Without the Pivot reporting format
and all the follow up resources and debrief, the survey
results risk becoming ‘shelved’ once teachers ask “where to
from here?”.”
Jeremy Ludowyke

Principal, Melbourne High School
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Improve teaching practice within your school
Teacher quality greatly contributes to student outcomes, however many teachers feel that they don’t get
useful feedback on how to improve their practice.
The Pivot Student Perception Survey is designed to collect feedback from students about their
experiences in the classroom. The survey results help teachers identify opportunities to refine their
practice and/or introduce new teaching strategies aimed at meeting the needs of their students.

How the survey process works

We provide your school with guides on
how to introduce the survey to staff and
distribute the survey to students.

Students complete the anonymous survey
2-3 times a year. We recommend that
teachers choose 1-3 classes to implement
the 10 minute survey each cycle.

Teachers share feedback with students
and co-create action plans on how
to improve the classroom learning
experience using our Teacher Toolkit.

Teachers receive their confidential reports.
School leaders receive aggregated school,
year level and department reports.

Feedback from all students
Pivot’s Student Perception Surveys on Teaching Effectiveness are offered in range of formats to suit
every context.

Foundation - Year 3
Student Perception
Survey
Suitable for:
•
•
•

Students in year levels
from Foundation to Year 3
Primary students with EAL
requirements
Primary and Secondary
students with intellectual
challenges

Standard Student
Perception Survey
(Simplified language)
Suitable for:
•
•
•

Year 3 students
Upper Primary students
from Years 4-6
Secondary students who
need additional literacy
support

Standard Student
Perception Survey
Suitable for:
•
•
•

Secondary students from
Years 7 to high school
completion
Upper Primary students
Senior Secondary
programs E.g. VCAL

Additional Tools
Pulse Check
Our Pulse Check Survey tool gives you the ability to check-in regularly
with your entire school community: teachers, students and families.
Create your own short surveys of up to 10 questions from our extensive
question banks or create your own questions to gain feedback from:
•
•
•

students on learning, wellbeing or engagement
teachers on professional learning, support and wellbeing
families to start, maintain or deepen channels of communication

You can create a Pulse Check Survey in under 5 minutes!

A platform
favourite!

360 Degree Surveys for Leaders
360 Degree Surveys for Leaders are designed to provide you with vital insights into
your professional practice. Our reports show results and recommendations tailored for
the participant – ensuring a clear path for ongoing development.

Evidenc
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based

Prin 360

Middle Leader360

The PRIN 360 is tailored for Principals and
Assistant/Deputy Principals and aligned with the
Australian Professional Standard for Principals.
It is designed to drive personalised leadership
development through feedback from a variety of
stakeholders.

Our Middle Leader 360 is tailored for Middle
Leaders, or those aspiring to a middle leadership
position. This survey supports the first steps of
feedback and reflection for new leaders on their
journey to developing their practice.

HALT 360

Coach 360

Pivot’s HALT 360 is aligned with the Highly
Accomplished and Lead Teacher descriptors of
the Australian Professional Standards for Teachers,
making it an excellent tool for reflection upon
teaching and leadership practice in conjunction
with the Pivot Student Perception Survey.

Pivot’s Coach 360 aligns with the Professional
Practice descriptors within the Australian
Professional Standard for Principals. These
standards apply to all educational leaders
working closely with schools, including regional
managers and coaches.
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Sample Report for School Leaders

School Report | Altona College
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Sample Report for Department Leaders
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How you can manipulate these graphs:
• Hover your mouse over a bar on any graph to see the department’s or year level’s average score for that
standard.
• Hover your mouse over the standard number to see the full title of that standard.
• School Leaders in Victoria can choose to view their reports aligned with the Practice Principles for
Excellence in Teaching and Learning, instead of the AITSL standards, by clicking on this option in the Pivot
portal after login.
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Sample Student Activity Post Survey

Leigh Masters
Our Classroom’s Results | 01/02/20
My top two areas of STRENGTH
1 This teacher encourages me to share my ideas or opinions
about what we are learning in the class.
2 This teacher explains why we are learning what we are
learning.

The area in which I
improved the most

My top two areas for GROWTH
1 This teacher knows when the class understands, and when
we do not.
2 This teacher encourages me to share my ideas or opinions
about what we are learning in the class.

This teacher encourages
me to share my ideas or
opinions about what we
are learning in the class.

Next Steps
What can the teacher do?

What can we do together?

Keep the conversation going
with your students. Receive
tailored development
worksheets aligned with
your areas of strength and
growth for each classroom.

hello@pivotpl.com
Phone: 0481 874 868
www.pivotpl.com

